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Market Overview

With the outcome of Brexit being anyone’s guess and global growth slowing down with some economies
teetering on the edge of recession, the outlook continues to be downcast despite some underlying positives.

Global GDP

Low growth in all areas
comparative to 2018. Geopolitical
pressures extend beyond Brexit
and include the wider global
turbulence caused by Trump’s
trading policies and confrontation
with China. Overall Eurozone
growth has weakened with the
traditionally stronger economies
of Germany and France seeing
low GDP growth in the year and
Italy in recession.

Inflation (CPI)

Down from 2.7% to 1.9%
by January 2019 with the
initial impact of the drop in
the £ felt between 2016 &
2017 filtering out.

Construction GDP

Marginal growth overall to the
end of December with a spike
in new housing in Q3 & Q4
2018 offsetting flat line growth /
recession in other sub sectors.

GBP: USD

Drop of 6% in the year and
still 8% below pre-referendum
levels. The exchange rate has
been extremely volatile during
2018 with a 12% difference
between high and low points
in the year.

Interest Rates

Bank of England rate rose
0.25% in 2018 with further rises
expected in 2019 in the event
of a Brexit deal as signalled by
the BoE. US Federal Reserve
has also raised rates in 2018,
however, the European Central
Bank maintained rates and as
yet shows no indications of
following suit.
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Occupier Uptake

Still strong in 2018 with TMT
and co-working demand
remaining strong and finance
and insurance uptake increasing
in 2018. Life sciences and
healthcare uptake expected to
rise in 2019/20.

GBP: €uro

GBP ended broadly where it
started in 2018. As per the USD
exchange rate, it has shown
volatility throughout the year
with an 8% difference between
high and low points in the year.
This volatility is expected to
remain during 2019, albeit with
lesser impact on UK TPI.

Real Estate Investment
Strong demand in 2018 again
driven by foreign investment
in the UK market. Recent
signs of investment stalling
in Q1 2019 with outcome of
Brexit negotiations awaited
before investments are
proceeded with.
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Key Issues

Looking further into 2019 these are the key issues
that may have an impact on the UK property market:

as first-time buyer numbers reduce? We do not see this as a

Co-working Sector

however, regardless of the delivery model there still remains a

short-term 2019 issue but has potential to affect the property
market in the medium to long term and is one to keep track of,

2018 saw a growth in the numbers of co-working operators in the

shortfall of c.300,000 new homes to meet demand.

UK market and at some point, some of these providers will fall

Slowdown in Global Growth

away as the market becomes saturated. Some are predicting this
might start to occur in 2019 as they also come under pressure from
developers starting to offer their own co-working offerings, from the
likes of Land Securities and Great Portland Estates.
Some co-working operators in 2018 moved towards whole building
ownership and approaching developers directly for long lease hold
agreements rather than occupying a single floor within a mixed
office development.

Global GDP was lower than forecasted during 2018 and traditionally
strong markets showed signs into 2019 of further decline with lower
than anticipated growth across Europe.

Regulation Changes

Proposed changes to SAP calculation methodologies has seen
improvements in the factors applied to electricity making it more
comparable to gas. This change or ‘greening of the grid’ means
there is now much more renewable and clean energy online and
much less coal being burned.
Amendments to the Building regulations which came into force on
21 December 2018 means buildings with dwellings (this includes
hospitals as well as accommodation) with a storey 18m above
ground cannot have materials within the external walls which have
limited combustibility within them. This also applies to existing
buildings where the use is changed to one of the associated building
classes and requires investigation and remedial works
to be undertaken to verify compliance.
An update to the IET Wiring Regulations came into effect from
1st January 2019. Installations designed prior to the 31st December
2018 do not need to comply but is recommended.
BSEN1366 Parts 1-12 introduced more onerous requirements than
BS476 for the testing of fire rated ductwork and dampers. As a

TMT Activity

result, BSEN1366 certification increased costs for the supply and
installation of ductwork and dampers by 30-50%.

TMT sector remains strong within the UK with continued growth in
investment from Tech companies in London and the South East.
The UK is leading the world as a central base for TMT companies
outside of the US.

Weakening in the Residential Market?

The latest RICS survey showed the lowest levels of surveyors’
confidence in the residential market in 20 years with a declining
property market predicted in early 2019. Whilst the short-term
reasons for this are not hard to guess with the looming Brexit
deadline, could there also be underlying impacts from the rise
in popularity and availability of BTR offering alternatives to the
traditional home ownership model?
Are first time buyers moving away from traditional home ownership
to PRS and co-living providers firstly due to affordability issues of
home ownership as well as a change in their attitudes towards
renting and preference for co-living models? Will this shift then
subsequently weaken the traditional property purchase chain
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London Tender Price Inflation

Brexit
With no clarity on the outcome of the
negotiations, despite the impending
deadline, we have been reviewing
the potential impact of Brexit on the
industry – both on our jobs currently
on site as well as discussing with
contractors during recent tender
activity.

We have lowered our 2019 forecast for simple small projects on
the basis of slowed investment. The continued uncertainty around
the Brexit deal has impacted the pipeline for this project group
during 2019 with greater competition expected.
The end of 2018 and early 2019 has seen a rise in the frequency of cut and carve
refurbishments compared to new build schemes. As a result we have increased our
2019 forecast for refurbishment and lowered for new build schemes to reflect this.

Base Material Prices

Labour Costs

experienced across all key materials

labour shortages remaining. Current

Materials price increase has been
with another year of continued price
rises seen in base steel price affecting

Key outcomes arising from discussions over
risks associated with no deal Brexit are:

Labour rates continue to rise with skilled
views amongst the supply chain are that
Brexit is not having an adverse impact

structural steel and reinforcement

on long term skills issues in the sector.

prices in 2018.

Labour rates in 2018 rose by 4% - 5%

Increases of between 2% and
5% were experienced in the
year across common building
products which filtered
through into tender costs.

consistent with the last few years. The
JIB labour rates and the BESA Wage
Agreement from 2018-2020 means
an increase of 2.5% - 3% is due from
October 2019.

• Labour: Contractors we have spoken to
across the spectrum do not have concerns
over labour availability because of Brexit.
Initial concerns post referendum have not
materialised and they have not seen labour
impacts resulting.
• EU Material Imports:
• Potential delays to incoming materials
and tariffs on imports being imposed.
Contractors, under most contracts would
be compensated for this;

Margins and On Costs
Margins settled down in 2018
to consistent levels across
tenders received.

Contractor Order Books

The market is weakening for smaller,

with contractors is important to ensure

simpler projects with keener pricing
being experienced and single
stage tendering becoming more
commonplace.

• E xisting committed orders will require early

Contractor availability and order books
are increasingly varied with no spike or
stretched capacity being identified at
this stage. As always, early negotiations
selection of the most competitive tender
list, and thorough due diligence of the
main contractors and their supply chain
is advised.

planning to mitigate both programme and
tariff impacts with contractors planning
to bring forward deliveries to UK based
storage facilities;
• Opportunities to procure from UK and nonEU countries should be reviewed where
opportunities exist to mitigate tariff changes;
• Contract terms: Mixed response from
contractors on the requirements for a revised
drafting of the contract to meet the needs of
a potential no deal scenario. It is our view that
the base JCT position, in relation to statutory
changes after the base date, are sufficient
enough without further drafting being
required.
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Type / Nature

2018

2019

2020

Simple, small, Category A
refurbishments and fit outs

0%

2%

3%

Complex Cut and Carve refurbishments

2%

3%

3%

New Build

2%

2%

2%

Negotiated v Competitive Procurement
Premium

5 – 10%

The above forecasts are based on the current UK and Global GDP forecasts, GBP
exchange rates remaining consistent and a deal regarding Brexit being reached. The
above does not account for any inflationary impacts arising from supply issues and
tariff / border control costs arising from a no deal scenario. Any substantial shocks to
the economic and political climate will likely affect the forecasts.
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Co-working Cost and Design Considerations

The rise of co-working spaces within the commercial market has been widely documented. The attractiveness
of flexible spaces to suit changing working environments is likely to drive this sector forward in the short term.
From our own experience providing construction cost consultancy for co-working projects, there are a number
of issues to take into consideration:
Key Considerations

• Knowing the existing building. Sounds simple, but not all

buildings will be suited to co-working environments. The building

• Power requirements. This should be one of the first checks

before undertaking a co-working project. It is critical to ensure that

needs to be spacious enough to provide co-working spaces as

the existing substation/ transformer can meet the changed power

well associated ancillary spaces.

demand (or that any free capacity is ‘available’).

• Avoiding abortive works. There has been a continuing

frustration within the commercial market at the wastefulness of

• Adapting to flexible leases. The nature of co-working spaces is
that they attract tenants on a short-term basis. Leases can be

adaptions to (or stripping out of) Category ‘A’ works to install the

short to allow tenants to grow or contract as required. Building

tenants Category ‘B’ works. Co-working spaces can be heavily

flexibility into design is not always easy when budgets are

cellularised and therefore a standard Category ‘A’ installation is

constrained and often there are costs for the developer when

likely to be completely redundant.

a tenant wants to leave or adapt their space. Some buildings

• Understanding occupancies. Co-working spaces tend to be
more heavily occupied than conventional offices. Increased

densities will put more strain on the existing building or in some
cases will make co-working unachievable. In particular, the
following will need to be checked;
• Impact on fire strategy. The building will restrict the number of
people who can occupy the building. Fire lobbies, fire curtains
and fire glazing can often be added to meet the new layout
requirements.
• Impact on services. Typically, co-working spaces will need

more plant (AHUs etc) to facilitate the air requirements. The on
floor and riser ductwork may need to be resized and additional
on floor kit may be required.

• WC calculations. Understandably where building occupancy

increases the demand for toilets increases which can lead to a
significant cost increase and loss of net internal area.

• Showers / bike spaces / lockers. This can be less of an issue
with many newer developments often ‘overproviding’ in these
areas. Where the base provision is low the problem is often
finding space for new facilities rather than the construction
costs themselves.
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may be more flexible than others, such as those that have an
underfloor fantile displacement system in lieu of a VRF system.
Other options may be demountable partitioning which can be
reused if the space needs to be replanned.
• Differentiation / design quality. There are a growing number
of providers of co-working spaces. Many try to differentiate

themselves in order to attract tenants. It is a balance of value
versus cost, but in certain cases traditional desk spaces are being
given over to alternative uses such as gyms, libraries, presentation
spaces and gaming rooms. These areas typically add to the
construction costs but are seen to add value to the project overall.
• Procurement and design responsibility. Time is money in the

co-working market. The design team will need to look at the most
efficient way to deliver the scheme to market at the earliest point
of time. Decisions need to be made as to what level of design
should be taken to prior to tender (if any). If a ‘pure’ Design &
Build route is to be followed, care needs to be taken to ensure the
Employer’s Requirements are understood in the absence of drawn
information. Similarly, consideration needs to be made towards
sign off and approval of the Contractor’s Proposals
prior to entering into contract.
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Co-working Cost and Design Considerations
Solutions

• Type of contractor required. There are many contractors
operating successfully in this market. Many have inhouse

If co-working is a potential option on a project there are a few ways

architectural, structural and services designers who are used to

to mitigate typical problems and increases in construction costs;

working in this fast pace environment. It is important to choose

For the developer

a contractor that appreciates the timescales for client approvals,

• Consider if co-working is a potential option during the base build

planning approvals and landlord approvals. Beyond this, a

design and consider making any base build adaptions at the

developer may choose to employ a consultant design monitoring

outset. This will reduce the construction programme and the costs

team to review design proposals.

of the fit out, both of which make the building more attractive for
co-workers.
For the co-working company
• Assemble a design team which is able to assess a building’s
viability quickly due to experience of co-working projects.
This will involve specialists in utilities and fire engineering.
• If possible, try to engage with a developer at an earlier stage so
that the base Category ‘A’ works can be designed accordingly.

Costs

The following are typical cost ranges on the co-working projects
we have been involved in. The strip out and Category ‘A’ costs
are those which may be mitigated through early engagement with
the basebuild developer or through selection of a building which
requires minimal alterations. The Category ‘B’ and direct costs

• NIA vs desk numbers. Co-working moves away from the

are easier to benchmark as they are determined by the fit out

traditional net internal area measurement of rental values. Co-

specification. It is worth noting that additional shell and core works

working spaces tend to work on the basis of desk numbers and

may be required on a project by project basis. This may involve

overall occupancy levels. Impacts of this are felt more in terms of

mechanical plant, additional WCs, structural alterations

cost reporting and benchmarking than in construction costs.

and works to common parts areas.

Construction Cost £/ft² GIA
0

25

0 - 25 £/ft²

100

75

50

Strip Out/ Enabling Works

0 - 50+ £/ft²

125

Category 'A' Adaptations

Direct Works

175

200

225

250

Minor works up to full Strip Out of existing Category 'A' works

Additional / enhanced speciﬁcation of lighting,
additional air conditioning units, enhanced ﬂooring,
alterations to ﬁre alarms etc for cellularised space

50 - 150+ £/ft²

0 - 30 £/ft²

150

Category 'B' Works

Oﬃce partitions, joinery,
enhanced ﬁnishes,
IT/AV/Security etc

Loose furniture, desks, chairs,
comms room equipment

Overall Costs
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80 - 250+ £/ft²
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Meet the Partners
Our partners spend more time on each project because we believe
greater input from experienced professionals is the right way to
achieve success.

Niall Aitken
0207 920 3415

Martin Broughton
0207 920 3422

Tony Catchpole
0207 920 3429

Fiona Corcoran
0207 920 3405

Niall.Aitken@exigere.co.uk

Martin.Broughton@exigere.co.uk

Tony.Catchpole@exigere.co.uk

Fiona.Corcoran@exigere.co.uk

Dan Fryer
0207 920 3401

David Happell
0207 920 3406

Nigel Hawes
0207 920 3425

Richard Hopper
0207 920 3402

Daniel.Fryer@exigere.co.uk

David.Happell@exigere.co.uk

Nigel.Hawes@exigere.co.uk

Richard.Hopper@exigere.co.uk

Peter Medland
0207 920 3407

Russell Weir
0207 920 3427

Peter.Medland@exigere.co.uk

Russell.Weir@exigere.co.uk
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